PACIFIC:


EUROPE:

A TOTAL OF 38 GERMAN U BOATS HAVE NOW SURRENDERED ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC, TWENTY OF THE DEADLY RAIDERS HAVE GIVEN THEMSELVES UP IN UNITED KINGDOM WATERS, RAF HEAVY BOMBERS, MOSQUITOS AND AMERICAN FLYING FORMS HAVE BEEN CARRYING TENS OF THOUSANDS OF SEPARATED ALLIED PRISONERS OF WAR FROM GERMANY TO ENGLAND. MAJOR GENERAL WILLIAM E. KEEPER HAS TAKEN OVER COMMAND OF THE U.S. EIGHTH AAF FROM LT. GENERAL DOOLITTLE WHO IS RETURNING TO WASHINGTON FOR A NEW ASSIGNMENT. AMERICAN LEND LEASE WILL CONTINUE TO THE UNITED KINGDOM, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND THE BRITISH COLONIES.

MOSCOW SENT OUT ITS DAILY COMMUNIQUE OVER THE BERLIN WAVE LENGTH LAST NIGHT AND SAID THAT BERLIN IS SHOWING SOME SIGNS OF LIFE. SOME OF THE FACTORIES HAVE STARTED PRODUCTION AND THE STREETS ARE BEING CLEARED OF DEBRIS. POWER WILL SOON BE ON IN THE CITY. IN THE 5 DAYS ENDING YESTERDAY THE 3RD ARMY CAPTURED MORE THAN A MILLION AND A QUARTER GERMAN PRISONERS INCLUDING 101 GENERALS.

AMERICAN AND BRITISH NOTES ARE BEING SENT TO MARSHALL TITO CONCERNING THE SITUATION IN THE ITALIAN PORT OF TRIESTE. THE YUGOSLAV LEADER WANTS THE PORT HANDED OVER TO YUGOSLAVIA BUT THE NOTE ASKS THAT THERE BE NO SETTLEMENT OF TERRITORY NOW BUT AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE. BOTH THE UNITED STATES AND BRITAIN TELL MARSHALL TITO THAT THERE MUST BE COMPLETE UNITY IN ALLIED COMMAND IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA AND THEY ASK THAT FIELD MARSHAL ALEXANDER BE IN CHARGE OF THE OCCUPATION OF TRIESTE.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCORES:

NATIONAL:

CINCINNATI: 5 ... PHILADELPHIA: 4
NEW YORK: 6 ... CHICAGO: 5 (10 INNINGS)
FOUND: ONE OFFICER'S VAL-O-PAK BAG BEARING THE INSCRIPTION LT. COL. J. E. REYNOLDS INFANTRY, SERIAL 0-22157. OWNER PLEASE CONTACT L. E. BROWN, 330TH INFANTRY CANNON COMPANY.